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Summary

0 The North American mid!continent population of lesser snow geese now exceeds 2
million birds and the population is increasing in the order of 6) per annum[ The
foraging activities of the birds on Arctic breeding grounds are leading to loss of
vegetation and habitat destruction\ particularly in coastal areas bordering the Hudson
and James Bays[
1 Multitemporal analysis of LANDSAT data has been carried out to detect veg!
etational change from 0862 to 0882 at La Pe�rouse Bay and its vicinity\ the site of a
breeding colony of snow geese[
2 Di}erence vegetation images "DVI# "di}erence between infra!red and red images#
were prepared from images obtained in late summer in 0862\ 0873 and 0882\ in order
to enhance vegetation density[ Pair!wise di}erences were calculated between these
DVI images\ which resulted in three\ secondary\ classi_ed images[ Classi_cation of
the three secondary images "0862Ð73\ 0873Ð82\ 0862Ð82# yielded three well!de_ned
classes] water\ vegetation decline and no change in vegetation[
3 Histogram counts gave the following values for areas of vegetation decline] 0862Ð
73\ 0915 ha^ 0873Ð82\ 0317 ha^ 0862Ð82\ 1343 ha[
4 The loss of vegetation and the destruction of habitat are discussed in relation to the
foraging activities of the expanding goose population[
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al[ 0889#\ indicating an asymmetry in processes that
Introduction

control vegetational development "Walker et al[ 0870^
Herbivores strongly in~uence plant community Walker + Noy!Meir 0871#[ Changes in the abundance
dynamics "Crawley 0872#[ Their foraging activities of a keystone herbivore species may accentuate the
interact with physical processes so that discontinuous asymmetry and result in abrupt and rapid changes in
and irreversible transitions in vegetation states may plant populations\ species assemblages and ecosystem
occur "Westoby et al[ 0878#[ In the East African Ser! processes "Paine 0879^ Mann 0871^ Bertness 0873^
engetiÐMaria ecosystem\ _re is necessary to change Power 0889#[ Positive feedback processes frequently
the vegetation from woodland to grassland\ but bring about these changes "DeAngelis et al[ 0875^
browsing by elephants stops regeneration of woody Power 0881^ Wilson + Agnew 0881#\ and there is often
plants and maintains the grassland state "Dublin et a close synergism between allogenic and autogenic

factors that operate at di}erent spatial and temporal
scales[ This study examines the overall e}ects on coas!Correspondence] Dr R[L[ Je}eries\ Department of Botany\
tal vegetation of intensive foraging by a keystone her!Þ 0887 British University of Toronto\ 14 Willcocks Street\ Toronto\ Onta!

rio\ Canada M4S 2B1[Ecological Society bivore\ the lesser snow goose Anser caerulescens



83 caerulescens L[ Changes in vegetation were detected where it still remains\ is dominated by Puccinellia
phry`anodes "Trin# Scribn[ + Merr[ and Carex sub!A[P[ Jano et al[ by multitemporal analysis of LANDSAT data[

Populations of lesser snow geese have increased spathacea Wormsk[ "Fig[ 0] A# "Je}eries et al[ 0868#[
At the con~uence of the west and east sections of thedramatically in recent decades in the mid!continent

region of North America[ The current population size Bay\ an area of low willow tundra extends inland
from the ~ats for approximately 1 km "Fig[ 0] B#[ Thisis at least 2 million birds "Abraham et al[ 0885#\ and

the rate of increase in population numbers is in the area was formerly part of the ~ats before it was raised
as a result of isostatic uplift[ The vegetation consistsorder of 6) per annum "Cooke et al[ 0884#[ The

increase is thought to be related to the use of agri! of low willow bushes of Salix brachycarpa Nutt[ and
Salix myrtifolia Anderss[ and a ground cover of twocultural land as a source of forage on the wintering

grounds and along ~yways "Hobaugh et al[ 0878^ caespitose grasses\ Calama`rostis deschampsioides
Trin[ and Festuca rubra L[ The underlying marine clayAlisaukas + Ankney 0881^ Robertson + Slack 0884#

which\ in e}ect\ provides an energy and nutrient sub! and gravels are capped by a thin veneer of humi_ed
organic matter "³ 7 cm deep# in which plant roots aresidy to geese "Abraham et al[ 0885#[ At one breeding

colony\ at La Pe�rouse Bay on the Hudson Bay coast\ located[ The area is dissected by shallow drainage
channels and ponds\ most of which become dry innumbers of lesser snow geese have increased from just

under 1999 pairs in 0857 "Cooke et al[ 0884# to an summer[ East of Watson Point a beach ridge extends
south!east for almost 2 km[ Formerly\ extensiveestimated 12 999 pairs in 0889 "R[ H[ Kerbes\ unpub!

lished photographic inventory#[ Such a large increase stands of Leymus mollis "Trin# Pilger grew on the
ridge and elsewhere "Fig[ 0] C#\ and there were numer!in numbers has led to dramatic changes in vegetation

as a result of the intense foraging activities of the ous small fringing salt marshes of Puccinellia and
Carex landward of the ridge[ On the east side of thebirds "Je}eries 0877a\b^ Kerbes et al[ 0889^ Iacobelli

+ Je}eries 0880#[ In particular\ grubbing and shoot Bay\ inland from the tidal ~ats and along riverine
courses\ tall willows "× 2 m# fringe these habitatspulling by adults in spring and intense grazing by

family groups in summer has led to the progressive "Fig[ 0] D#[ Within these willow assemblages and land!
ward of them\ extensive fresh!water sedge meadowsdestruction of salt!marsh vegetation via a positive

feedback that produces hypersaline soil conditions occur dominated by Carex aquatilis L[\ but smaller
sedges that include Carex atrofusca Schk[\ C[ cap!inimical for plant growth "Srivastava + Je}eries 0884\

0885#[ The resultant loss of vegetation and the estab! illaris L[\ C[ ~avicans Nyl[\ C[ micro`lochin Wahlenb[
and C[ va`inata Tausah[ are also common "Fig[ 0] E#[lishment of mud~ats\ and bare beach ridges in inter!

tidal areas and exposed peat in fresh!water areas\ have
been interpreted in relation to the predictions of state!

Materials and methods
and!transition models\ in which transitions between
vegetational states are triggered by perturbations\

REMOTE SENSING] BACKGROUND
such as foraging "Hik et al[ 0881^ Kotanen + Je}eries

INFORMATION
0886#[

As these changes are taking place at the landscape Since 0861\ LANDSAT satellites have provided fre!
quent\ low!resolution\ multispectral digital imagerylevel\ remote sensing imagery has been used to detect

overall change in the coastal marshes of La Pe�rouse of the Earth|s surface[ The sun!synchronous orbit of
the _rst three LANDSAT satellites was characterizedBay\ where the vegetational changes have been docu!

mented during the period of expansion of goose popu! by an altitude of 899 km and an 07!day revisit cycle[
Each point on the surface was revisited at the samelations[ Detailed descriptions of changes in coastal

plant assemblages will appear elsewhere "R[ L[ Je}! local sun time\ which yielded repeatable illumination
conditions that varied only as a result of the seasonaleries + D[ S[ Srivastava\ unpublished#[ What is strik!

ing about this loss of vegetation is that it is not con! change of the azimuth and elevation of the sun and the
prevailing atmospheric conditions[ The main imaging_ned to La Pe�rouse Bay\ but is occurring throughout

the coastal zone of the lowlands of Hudson and James device was a medium!resolution multispectral scanner
"MSS# that produced an image of a swath 074 kmBays\ a distance of at least 1999 km\ associated with

increases in numbers of lesser snow geese and Canada wide in four spectral bands with a nominal ground
resolution of 79 m[ LANDSAT 3 and 4 were launchedgeese Branta canadensis L[ "Abraham + Je}eries

0885#[ Remote sensing provides an opportunity to in 0871 and 0873\ respectively[ The orbit altitude was
changed to 694 km\ which resulted in a 05!day repeatdetect changes over this larger geographical area in

the absence of detailed ground studies[ coverage^ other parameters remained similar[ They
carried\ in addition to the MSS sensor\ an advanced
multispectral scanner\ the Thematic Mapper "TM#[

Site description
The TM sensor records images in seven spectral bands

Þ 0887 British
Extensive coastal ~ats occur at La Pe�rouse Bay\ Man! and the nominal ground resolution is 29 m "LillesandEcological Society\
itoba\ Canada "47>34?N\ 82>29?W# as a result of iso! + Kiefer 0876#[Journal of Ecology\

75\ 82Ð88 static uplift[ The vegetation of the intertidal ~ats\ Comparison of image pairs from the archived long!
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Detection of loss of
vegetation by
remote!sensing
imagery

Fig[ 0 Map of La Pe�rouse Bay and the coastal zone\ the position of which on the Hudson Bay coast is indicated by an arrow
on the inset map[ A\ Intertidal or secondary salt marshes^ B\ willow!grassland tundra^ C\ beach!ridge vegetation including
Leymus mollis^ D\ high willows^ E\ freshwater sedge meadows[

term historical record o}ers the potential to detect 0876#[ These secondary images can be used for the
detection of vegetation change as described above[and quantify changes occurring in land cover[ Arith!

metic operations such as subtraction or division
applied to a pair of images yields a new image rep!
resentative of the di}erence between the two images IMAGES OF LA PEł ROUSE BAY AND VICINITY

"Singh 0878#[ Although the operation is simple\ the
An analysis of multitemporal imagery was carried out

interpretation of the result is not[ While such com!
in order to determine changes in coastal vegetation in

parisons do portray the change in recorded radiance\
the vicinity of La Pe�rouse Bay between 0862 and 0882[

the observed change is by no means equivalent to a
Cloud!free LANDSAT MSS images\ acquired on 14

change in any particular parameter of the land cover\
July 0862\ and LANDSAT 4 TM images\ from 1

such as the amount of vegetation present[ Knowledge
August 0873 and 3 August 0882\ were used in the

of the landscape and familiarity with the various
study[ The three images were registered to a common

agents acting upon it are required to identify correctly
geographical base\ the Universal Transverse Merc!

the nature of change[
ator "UTM# grid[ The 0873 image was geocoded
to a 14!m grid based on a 0]149 999 scale National
Topographical Series "NTS# mapsheet\ and the other

DETECTION OF VEGETATION CHANGE
two images were registered to the 0873 scene based
on image to image registration[ Visual comparison ofVegetation is the most dynamic element of the land!

scape from a remote!sensing perspective[ In order to the co!registered images indicated noticeable changes
in land cover[ In order to document and quantify theavoid confusing seasonal changes in vegetation cover

with long!term decreases or increases in cover\ it is changes\ secondary images that enhanced vegetation
density and vegetation change were produced frompreferable to use images that are recorded at times

when the development of vegetation is at an identical the co!registered images[
The changing levels of the tides had to be takenor very similar stage[ For this reason\ late!summer

images are the most suitable for vegetation change into account in the analysis\ as even small changes in
water level can cause far!reaching changes in the areastudies[ At this time the foliage is fully developed

with little or no change in the appearance of plants[ of inundated coastal salt marshes and mud~ats\
because of the extreme ~atness of the landscape[ InVegetation indices derived from two or more spectral

Þ 0887 British
bands of multispectral imagery "usually red and infra! order to eliminate changes due to water level\ waterEcological Society\
red# are used to depict the amount of vegetation pre! masks were created from the three images and theJournal of Ecology\

75\ 82Ð88 sent "Tucker 0868^ Lillesand + Kiefer 0876^ Mather largest of the three masks was applied to all three



85 images[ Limiting values of masks were determined coastal zone\ at other localities a detectable decline in
vegetative cover occurred[ During the most recent 8A[P[ Jano et al[ from the histograms of the infra!red bands[

Of the numerous vegetational indices available\ years of the study\ the total area of decline increased
by 49) compared with that adversely a}ected duringdi}erence vegetation index "DVI# was selected for the

study "Tucker 0868^ Lillesand + Kiefer 0876^ Mather the preceding 00 years[ The increase in the rate of loss
of vegetation is consistent with the increase in the0876#[ DVI index images were generated from each

image[ The images were calculated as the di}erence population of lesser snow geese on the Cape Churchill
peninsula[ In the period 0862Ð73 much of the destruc!between near infra!red and red bands^ the result was

scaled between 9 and 144[ In the DVI images digital tion took place in the intertidal marshes on the east
side of La Pe�rouse Bay\ the intertidal marshes in thevalues were assumed to be correlated directly to the

amount of green vegetation[ Low DVI values cor! next bay to the east and in marshes to the west of
Watson Point[ In addition\ loss of vegetation occurredresponded to little or no vegetation[

In order to estimate the change in vegetation\ pair! on and around the beach ridge to the east of Watson
Point and inland from the con~uence of the west andwise di}erences were calculated between the DVI

images by subtracting the DVI image of 0862 from east shores of the bay[ During this period breeding
colonies of lesser snow geese established at all thesethe corresponding images for 0873 and 0882\ and the

image for 0873 from that of 0882[ In the resulting localities\ and much of the damage at the time
occurred in spring as a result of grubbing and shootsecondary images\ scaled again between 9 and 144\

low values corresponded to a decline of the vegetation pulling by both breeding and staging birds that bred
further north "R[ L[ Je}eries\ personal observation#[index\ which indicated a loss of vegetation[ Values

that represented no change in the vegetation index In addition\ early snow clearance from the areas
"wind!blown sites free of snow or melt water drainingwere concentrated around the mean\ and high values

signi_ed an increase in the vegetation index and in from the interior clearing snow# facilitated their use
as nesting sites "Abraham 0879#[plant cover[ Beyond the normalizing e}ect of the

arithmetic operations\ no attempt was made to The second phase "0873Ð82# has been marked not
only by a geographical expansion of the area whereaccount for di}erences between the original images

due to di}erences between sensors and atmospheric a decline in vegetational cover has occurred but\ in
addition\ by an increased number of di}erent typesconditions[ For this reason and for lack of ground

data\ the vegetation decline class was not further sub! of vegetation adversely a}ected as food supplies have
decreased in preferred foraging areas "i[e[ in areas A\divided into severity classes over this wide geo!

graphical area[ B\ C^ Fig[ 0#[ In particular\ sites to the south in the
vicinity of lakes and drainage systems and also sedgeHistograms of the three secondary images showed

two well!de_ned classes] vegetation decline and no meadows "Fig[ 0] E# immediately inland from the east!
ern shore of La Pe�rouse Bay have been a}ected[ Inchange in vegetation[ There were only a few instances

of vegetation increase probably caused by mis! recent years some of these localities have had high
densities of nests that have exceeded 1999 per km1 inregistration of images[ The images were density sliced

into the above two classes\ and the water mask was some years[ Removal of sedge shoots by geese has
exposed the underlying peat in sedge meadows\ andadded as a third class[ The resolution of the geocoded

imagery is 14 m × 14 m\ or 9[9514 ha[ In the case of each year the cumulative foraging activities of the
geese have led to an expansion of these disturbedthe low!resolution MSS image for 0862\ the original

pixel size of 68 m × 46 m is 9[34 ha\ hence reporting areas[ During the last decade the geese have also
removed the thin veneer of organic material and salt!areas to the nearest hectare is satisfactory[
marsh graminoids\ which has exposed the underlying
marine sediments close to lakes and drainage channels

Results
about 7 km south of La Pe�rouse Bay[ In both the
intertidal areas and in the willowÐFestucaÐCal!In Fig[ 1 the DVI images are shown for 0862\ 0873

and 0882[ During this period of 19 years\ substantial ama`rostis grassland\ the destruction of the veg!
etation has continued unabated[ The remaining pat!changes in vegetation occurred\ as indicated by the

increase in areas shown as black in the immediate ches of ground vegetation are characterized by a low
standing crop "c[ 09Ð19 g mÐ1# and foliage of poorcoastal zone\ where a marked decline has taken place

in the vegetation index[ The change is more clearly nutritional quality\ and they cover an area of only a
few square metres[seen in Fig[ 2\ which shows the three classi_ed images

for intervals of 00\ 8 and 19 years\ respectively\ where
the areas representing a decline in vegetative cover

Discussion
are shown as red[ Histogram counts of the classi_ed
images gave the following values for the areas of veg! The overall conclusion from the results of this mul!

Þ 0887 British
etation decline] 0862Ð73\ 0915 ha^ 0873Ð82\ 0317 ha titemporal analysis of LANDSAT data is that thereEcological Society\
and 0862Ð82\ 1343 ha[ At many sites there had been a has been a major loss of vegetation within the immedi!Journal of Ecology\

75\ 82Ð88 total loss of vegetation\ particularly in the immediate ate coastal habitats at La Pe�rouse Bay\ and that fur!
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Detection of loss of
vegetation by
remote!sensing
imagery

Fig[ 1 Di}erence vegetation index images for La Pe�rouse Bay Fig[ 2 Secondary\ classi_ed images of vegetation changeÞ 0887 British
and vicinity derived from LANDSAT data obtained in late from 0862 to 0873\ 0873 to 0882 and 0862 to 0882[ BlueEcological Society\
July or early August 0862\ 0873 and 0882[ Each frame cor! refers to water^ dark green indicates no change in veg!Journal of Ecology\
responds to 605 pixels by 624 pixels[ etational cover^ red indicates a loss of vegetation[75\ 82Ð88



87 ther declines in vegetational cover are now occurring + F[ D[ Caswell\ unpublished data#[ It is evident that
wherever there are expanding populations of lesserA[P[ Jano et al[ in fresh!water sedge meadows and wetlands inland

from the coast[ This conclusion is consistent with snow geese loss of habitat is likely to occur as a result
of the foraging activities of the birds within theseevidence of vegetational changes that have occurred

within and adjacent to exclosures erected in di}erent Arctic regions[ The presence of mud~ats and bare
beach ridges in intertidal areas and exposed peat andplant communities\ and from annual records of grub!

bing by geese along 01 permanent transects of total ponds rich in peaty debris in fresh!water sedge mea!
dows represent the establishment of alternative stateslength 792 m over 01 years "Bazely + Je}eries 0875^

Kotanen + Je}eries 0886^ R[ L[ Je}eries unpublished "sensu\ Westoby et al[ 0878#\ triggered by the foraging
activities of geese "Hik et al[ 0881#[ The di}erent habi!data#[ There is no evidence that these changes are

related to isostatic uplift[ Only graminoid com! tats have remained in these respective states for a
decade or longer[ Abundant colonists of mud~atsmunities are directly adversely a}ected by geese[

Although severity classes were not established in the and:or beach ridges include Salicornia borealis and
Senecio con`estus\ species that are absent or veryanalysis\ supporting ecological studies throughout the

period have established that the loss of vegetation poorly represented in intact swards of salt!marsh gra!
minoids[ In sedge meadows moss carpets\ Petasitesin the di}erent habitats is the result of the foraging

activities of the expanding breeding population of sa`ittatus and Potentilla palustris colonize peat sur!
faces where formerly stands of Carex aquatilis grewlesser snow geese and geese staging in the area "Je}!

eries 0877a\b^ Kerbes et al[ 0889^ Iacobelli + Je}eries "Je}eries 0877a\b#[
Where habitat conditions are su.ciently altered0880^ Srivastava + Je}eries 0884\ 0885^ Ganter et

al[ 0885^ Kotanen + Je}eries 0886#[ The cumulative following grubbing in intertidal habitats\ the cumu!
lative e}ect of foraging is to severely delay the rate offoraging activities year after year in both spring and

summer have stopped regeneration of vegetative vegetational development[ Erosion of organic layers
and sediments makes it unlikely that assemblages ofcover and have led to a progressive decline in standing

crop and exposure of peat and mineral sediments[ plants will re!establish within 14Ð49 years[ As the area
is undergoing isostatic uplift\ the species that ulti!This deserti_cation of the landscape "Srivastava +

Je}eries 0885# has increased dramatically in the pre! mately re!establish may be di}erent from the former
assemblages "Hik et al[ 0881#[ Remote!sensing ima!sent decade "R[ L[ Je}eries + D[ S[ Srivastava\ unpub!

lished data# as the geese have continued to exploit gery provides a tool for monitoring these overall chan!
ges in vegetation states triggered by herbivory[remaining patches of vegetation[ The amount of grub!

bing varies from year to year depending on weather
conditions in spring "R[ L[ Je}eries\ unpublished
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